
Change good.

Bartosz Kiera & Mine Ogura



Agile

Waterfall
Scrum

XP

SAFe

SAFe

  Acceptance test-driven development 
  After the Software Wars 

  Agile Manifesto 
  Agile software development 

  Behavior-driven development 
  Best practice 

  The Cathedral and the Bazaar 
  Comment programming 

  Cowboy coding 
  Design-driven development 

  Domain-driven design 
  Extreme programming 

  Formal methods 
  Hollywood principle 

  Homesteading the Noosphere 
  Integration competency center 

  Iterative and incremental development 
  Kanban (development) 

  KISS principle 
  Lean integration 

  Lean software development 
  Lightweight methodology 

  The Magic Cauldron (essay) 
  Mayo-Smith pyramid 

  Micro-innovation 
  Minimalism (computing) 
  Open/closed principle 

  Planning poker 
  PM Declaration of Interdependence 

  Release early, release often 
  Retrenchment (computing) 

  Rule of least power 
  Secure by design 
  Slow programming 

  Specification by example 
  Test double 

  Continuous test-driven development 
  Test-driven development 

  Test-Driven Development by Example 
  There's more than one way to do it 

  Transformation Priority Premise 
  Unix philosophy 

  Urgency-driven development 
  Waterfall model 
  Worse is better 

  You aren't gonna need it

Kanban

Lean

Lean Startup

Open Source model

Chaos model

Cowboy coding

<no process>

Over-the-wall

The way we do it

Spiral

Vee



(ScrumBut)(Reason)(Workaround)

"(We use Scrum, but) (we can't build a piece of 
functionality in a month,) (so our Sprints are 6 weeks 

long.)"

<insert_your_process_name>But



Larman’s 4 laws of organisational behaviour



1. Organisations are implicitly optimised to 
avoid changing the status quo middle- and 
first-level manager and “specialist” positions 
& power structures.




2. Any change initiative will be reduced to 
redefining or overloading the new terminology to 
mean basically the same as status quo.



3. Any change initiative will be derided as “purist”, 
“theoretical”, “revolutionary”, "religion", and “needing 
pragmatic customisation for local concerns” (deflects 
from addressing weaknesses and manager/specialist 
status quo.)



4. Culture follows structure.



Status Quo + New process = Status Quo

New process = Status Quo - Status Quo

New process = 0

Q.E.D.



Thank you!



If it’s scientific, it must be true. Said the old rich guy.





There’s hope!



 (Kai - change)  (Zen - good). Said To(Yoda)*.



People

Taylorism/Fordism Toyota Way

Process

Process

People

EastWest

Individual Team



Philosophy
(Principles)

Process
(Rules)

Toyota Way
AgileTPS/Lean

SCRUM/XPKanban

Lean Startup LeSS

Scientific Management

Waterfall

Chaos model

Spiral/V

RUP



Toyota Way

TPS/Lean

Agile

Scrum

SAFe

Example



Toyota Way - how to build reliable process



TPS / Lean - reliable process



Agile - how to build process for building software*



SCRUM - process for building software*



SAFe -WTF?





“Lean is not about imitating the tools used by Toyota 
in a particular manufacturing process. Lean is about 

developing principles that are right for your 
organisation and diligently practicing them to achieve 

high performance that continues to add value to 
customers and society.”

Words of wisdom



• Your culture and process changes with your company. 
• New people, new process. 
• Don’t commit to process, own it. 
• Listen to the motivation of your peers. 
• Principles stay, process changes. 
• Change is company-wide.

Words of wisdom



Homework

14 principles of The Toyota Way


